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Dying to Be Me
2022-03-08

the new york times bestseller i had the choice to come back or not i chose to return when i realized that heaven is a state not a place in this truly inspirational memoir anita
moorjani relates how after fighting cancer for almost four years her body began shutting down overwhelmed by the malignant cells spreading throughout her system as her
organs failed she entered into an extraordinary near death experience where she realized her inherent worth and the actual cause of her disease upon regaining
consciousness anita found that her condition had improved so rapidly that she was released from the hospital within weeks without a trace of cancer in her body within this
enhanced e book anita recounts in words and on video stories of her childhood in hong kong her challenge to establish her career and find true love as well as how she
eventually ended up in that hospital bed where she defied all medical knowledge in dying to be me anita freely shares all she has learned about illness healing fear being
love and the true magnificence of each and every human being

Little Shoppe of Horrors #2
2013-12-16

our second issue appeared in march 1973 86 pages with 80 stills a tribute to bernard robinson by stephen pickard amicus two s a company amicus a bbc special on the set
of asylum a history of amicus by dick klemensen interviews with milton subotsky producer freddie francis director and robert bloch scriptwriter filmography supplement
where milton subotsky looks at each film of amicus film previews reviews of dracula is dead and well and living in london later the satanic rites of dracula vault of horror
frankenstein and the monster from hell i monster countess dracula baron blood battle for the planet of the apes night of the lepus nothing but the night dr phibes rises again
blacula the deathmaster nightmare park and now the screaming starts terror in the wax museum death line asylum crucible of terror the legend of hell house tales that
witness madness the asphyx film news for 1972 1973 interview with spanish horror actor paul naschy

Couples Therapy, Second Edition
2012-12-11

harness the power of an integrative approach to couples counseling why do marriages fail the behaviorist or cognitive therapist explains that unhappy couples have self
defeating ways of thinking about their spouses and themselves the sociologically oriented counselor points to the impact of social trends and dramatic changes in child
rearing and social expectations a therapist oriented toward psychodynamics or systems theory sees the destructive patterns of childhood replayed in the marriage with
spouses taking on rigid roles the pastoral or humanist counselor believes that partners who cannot experience self fulfillment through commitment and trust will feel less
love and grow more and more disconnected couples therapy second edition brings together all these points of view to make a unified whole this integrative approach
proposes a new model of successful marriage based on four cornerstones resiliency social support adaptability and self fulfillment weaving together theory and research
couples therapy second edition explores how common issues can lead to trouble in relationships it suggests specific interventions so therapists can teach clients to deal with
such problem areas as anger management domestic violence depression anxiety parenting conflicts in laws work pressures and sexual dissatisfaction couples therapy
second edition offers a sound theoretical framework as well as practical ideas through clinical vignettes and up to date research it makes the common conflicts and
developmental stages of marriage so understandable that it can be profitably read by clients as well as counselors its invaluable resources for the couples therapist include
end of chapter professional development questions therapeutic exercises answers to frequently asked professional and ethical questions intervention suggestions for the
therapist self assessment questionnaires book and video recommendations on each chapter topic written in clear readable prose couples therapy second edition offers
practical help for the experienced clinician as well as theoretical overviews for the counselor in training
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Siya Hamba Elangeni I Walked into the Sunrise
2011-02-26

siya hamba elangeni is a novel about the different people culture and history in south africa it shows the differences of origins loves and the aspirations and helps readers
identify themselves in the story the underlined principle is equality of all people and provides peaceful solutions to differences it includes religion romance humor realities of
life and the challenge to tame wild africa while preserving its beauty and balance it is set in the beginnings of the rainbow nation which is slowly becoming today it moves
rapidly and is a gripping story that should warm every readers heart

Stonehenge Prophesy
2023-03-08

this science fiction horror tale embraces all of the myths and legends of stonehenge into a spine tinkling adventure that many will enjoy of the ancient relic of england
stonehenge was more than a pile of historical rubble its vast secrets watched over salisbury plains by underworld societies and is breached by a curious archeologist which
unleashes ancient predators of earth a texas ranger gets a call of help from his brother being the archeologist the ranger finds his brother s death suspicious and it embarks
him to take a trip into the unseen world of salisbury lands and witnesses the world attacked by unexpected demons that were trapped for centuries the texas ranger goes
into battle against abaris known as the stoneman of ancient times who is out to enslave the inhabitants of earth with the aid of the grim reaper of 1349 stonehenge
becomes alive from its dark secrets of power its harnessed energy is revealed when abaris uses it to carry out his evil plans upon earth the druids become mystified by
abaris influence of being the master stoneman of stonehenge and the threat of social breakdown rips through england a practitioner of the spirits tries to lead the ranger for
answers of his new foe with the help of a physicist trying to control the portal of stonehenge and a warrior of the knights of templar accompanies the ranger in the battle of
demons the combined forces with the ranger try to subdue the stoneman and place him in the atlantis dungeon of demons where he came from

Not of the Living Dead
2015-06-04

a killer monkey suburban witchcraft motorcycle jousting a cockroach invasion despite this enticing list of other subjects george a romero is best known for the genre defining
1968 film night of the living dead and subsequent zombie films the non zombie films in his decades long career have gotten varied degrees of critical examination but they
remain underexamined compared to the dead flicks this book focuses on romero s other work highlighting lesser known films such as there s always vanilla 1971 and bruiser
2000 as well as more popular films such as martin 1977 and the crazies 1973 it examines how his body of work participates in social critique by delving into issues such as
capitalism s pitfalls and excesses domestic and racial power imbalances and our patriarchal culture s expectations of masculinity femininity and sexuality

Dead Ice
2018-12-26

sunday times and new york times bestselling author laurell k hamilton returns with another addictive adventure featuring vampire hunting heroine anita blake to thrill fans
of charlaine harris and anne rice my name is anita blake and i have the highest kill count of any vampire executioner in the country i m a u s marshal who can raise zombies
with the best of them but ever since master vampire jean claude and i went public with our engagement all i am to anyone and everyone is jean claude s fiancée it s
wreaking havoc with my reputation as a hard ass to some extent luckily in professional circles i m still the go to expert for zombie issues and right now the fbi is having one
hell of a zombie issue someone is producing zombie porn i ve seen my share of freaky undead fetishes so this shouldn t bother me but the women being victimised aren t
just mindless rotting corpses their souls are trapped behind their eyes signalling voodoo of the blackest kind it s the sort of case that can leave a mark on a person and my
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own soul may not survive unscathed

In Theaters Everywhere
2017-03-16

conflicts among hollywood studios and exhibitors have been going on for years at their heart are questions about how films should be released where when and at what
speed both sides of this disagreement are losers with exhibitors using the law via various consent decrees and studios retaliating by tightly controlling output in the silent
era movies were not released nearly as widely as they are now this book tells the story of how the few became the many it explores the contraction of the release cycle the
maximization of the marketing dollar and the democratization of consumer access it also offers a comprehensive list of wide releases and rebuts much of what previous
scholars have found

Spanish Gothic
2011-11-01

this book presents the first english introduction to the broad history of the gothic mode in spain it focuses on key literary periods such as romanticism the fin de siècle
spiritualist writings of the early twentieth century and the cinematic and literary booms of the 1970s and 2000s with illustrative case studies aldana reyes demonstrates how
the gothic mode has been a permanent yet ever shifting fixture of the literary and cinematic landscape of spain since the late eighteenth century he proposes that writers
and filmmakers alike welcomed the gothic as a liberating and transgressive artistic language

Hellboy: House of The Living Dead
2017-01-13

devastated over the loss of his luchador comrade to vampires hellboy lingers in mexican bars until he s invited to participate in the ultimate wrestling match with a vicious
frankenstein monster eisner winning duo mike mignola and richard corben reunite an original graphic novel in hardcover

Vampire Films of the 1970s
2016-05-27

the 1970s were turbulent times and the films made then reflected the fact vampire movies always a cinema staple were no exception spurred by the worldwide success of
hammer film s dracula has risen from the grave 1969 vampire movies filled theaters for the next ten years from the truly awful to bonafide classics audiences took the good
with the bad and came back for more providing a critical review of the genre s overlooked golden age this book explores a mixed bag from around the world including the
vampire lovers 1970 dracula versus frankenstein 1971 scream blacula scream 1973 salem s lot 1975 dracula sucks 1978 and love at first bite 1979 and many others

Abducted
1898

just a second that was all it took in that second anita sherwood sees the face of the young boy in the window of the bus as it stops at the curb and she knows it is her son
the son who had been kidnapped two years before the son who had never been found and who had been declared legally dead but now her son is alive anita knows it in her
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heart she is certain that the boy is her son but how can she get anyone to believe her she d given the police leads before that ended up going nowhere so they re not
exactly eager to waste much time on another dead end on a dead case it s going to be up to anita and she ll stop at nothing to get her son back

Journal of the Board of Supervisors of the County of Albany
2017-10-17

the latest novel in the tv smash hit and new york times bestselling walking dead series from jay bonansinga to risk everything she has weathered over four years of the
apocalypse she has done things that she would not have dreamt of doing in her darkest nightmares but she has survived and now she has staked a claim in the plague
ravaged city of atlanta it is a safe haven for her people rising high above the walker ridden streets a place of warmth and comfort but for lilly caul something is missing she
still dreams of her former home the quaint little village known as woodbury a place of heartache as well as hope for lilly woodbury georgia has become a symbol of the
future of family of a return to normal life amidst this hell on earth the call is so powerful that lilly decides to risk everything in order to go back to reclaim that little oasis in
the wilderness against all odds against the wishes of her people lilly leads a ragtag group of true believers back across the impossible landscape of walker swarms flooded
rivers psychotic bands of murderers and dangers the likes of which she has never known along the way she discovers a disturbing truth about herself she is willing to go to
the darkest place in order to survive in order to save her people in order to do the one thing she knows she has to do return to woodbury

Robert Kirkman's The Walking Dead: Return to Woodbury
2016-06-05

in the silent era film reissues were a battle between rival studios every mary pickford new release in 1914 was met with a pickford re release for 50 years after the silent era
reissues were a battle between the studios who considered old movies found money and cinema owners who often saw audiences reject former box office hits in the mid
1960s the return of the bridge on the river kwai 1957 the second biggest reissue of all time altered industry perceptions and james bond double features pushed the revival
market to new heights in the digital age reissues have continued to confound the critics this is the untold hundred year story of how old movies saved new hollywood
covering the booms and busts of a recycling business that became its own industry the author describes how the likes of charlie chaplin humphrey bogart and alfred
hitchcock won over new generations of audiences and explores the lasting appeal of films like napoléon 1927 gone with the wind 1939 the rocky horror show 1975 and
blade runner 1982

Coming Back to a Theater Near You
2021-01-29

emmy award winning producer and new york times bestselling author lionel friedberg has spent 50 years making films as diverse as full length theatrical features and
television documentaries after growing up in south africa during the troubled era of apartheid he began his career during the dying days of colonialism in central africa he
eventually settled in los angeles where his work took him to the sound stages of hollywood and to the most remote regions of the earth his career exposed him to the
extraordinary wonders of our planet and brought him into close contact with many unforgettable personalities from maverick scientists to politicians entertainers and people
who survived near death experiences his observations have taught him that life is far more complex and infinitely stranger than we can imagine when he was struck by an
unexpected life threatening illness his efforts to find a way to save his life took him back to africa where he encountered the age old rituals and powerful healing methods of
african shamans their mysterious ways have much to teach us and are as relevant today as they were in ancient times
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Forever in My Veins
2021-10-14

armstrong keeps the focus on hip impulsive and likeable savannah building suspense with plenty of plot reversals and betrayals fans of the series won t want to miss what is
clearly the first battle in an otherworld war publishers weekly armstrong is quite deft at making savannah simultaneously formidable sympathetic and real a quick and fun
read the miami herald savannah levine is in danger that s not usually a problem but caught in the grip of a disturbing and violent murder case savannah swore to give up
her unique gifts if it would save an innocent young girl little did she know that someone or something was listening now she has no idea how to restore her powers just when
she needs them the most in this compelling fast paced new thriller savannah has to face a host of deadly enemies bent on destroying not only her but the very fabric of the
supernatural world as dark forces gather savannah isn t just fighting for her life but for everything and everyone she loves the kick ass thriller with a magical twist from
bestselling author kelley armstrong books by kelley armstrong women of the otherworld series bitten stolen dime store magic industrial magic haunted broken no humans
involved personal demon living with the dead frost bitten walking the witch spellbound thirteen nadia stafford exit strategy made to be broken wild justice rockton city of the
lost a darkness absolute this fallen prey watcher in the woods alone in the wild darkest powers the summoning the awakening the reckoning otherworld tales men of the
otherworld tales of the otherworld otherworld nights otherworld secrets otherworld chills darkness rising the gathering the calling the rising cainsville omens visions
deceptions betrayals rituals

The Living Dead
2011-08-04

this revealing biography of the legendary silent film star chronicles his meteoric rise famous romances and tragic descent into obscurity known as the great lover john gilbert
was among the world s most recognizable actors during the silent era a swashbuckling figure on screen and off he is best known today for his high profile romances with
greta garbo and marlene dietrich his legendary conflicts with louis b mayer his four tumultuous marriages and his swift decline after the introduction of talkies many myths
have developed around the larger than life star in the eighty years since his untimely death but this definitive biography sets the record straight eve golden separates fact
from fiction in john gilbert tracing the actor s life from his youth spent traveling with his mother in acting troupes to the peak of fame at mgm where he starred opposite mae
murray norma shearer joan crawford greta garbo and others in popular films such as the merry widow the big parade flesh and the devil and love golden debunks some of
the most pernicious rumors about gilbert including the oft repeated myth that he had a high pitched squeaky voice that ruined his career meticulous comprehensive and
generously illustrated this book provides a behind the scenes look at one of the silent era s greatest stars and the glamorous yet brutal world in which he lived

Spell Bound
1915

for the uninitiated the author has obligingly supplied a definition for the slasher splatter film any motion picture which contains scenes of extreme violence in graphic and
grisly detail for those film viewers who think this is a good thing and are more likely to select the texas chainsaw massacre than the remains of the day or for those who are
not quite sure but are nevertheless drawn to the phantasmagoric or for those horrified by gratuitous violence and blood for blood s sake but are researching this filmic
phenomenon this reference book provides all the gory details from at midnight i ll take your soul away to zombie 2 the dead are among us this book is an exhaustive study
of the splatter films of the 1960s and 1970s after a history of the development of the genre the main meat of the book is a filmography each entry includes extensive credits
alternate names and foreign release titles availability of the film on videocassette availability of soundtracks and film novelization and reviews extensive cross referencing is
also included
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Annual Report of the Superintendent of the Albany County Almshouse
2013-04-12

the academy and pop culture alike recognize the great symbolic and teaching value of the undead whether vampires zombies or other undead or living dead creatures this
has been explored variously from critiques of consumerism and racism through explorations of gender and sexuality to consideration of the breakdown of the nuclear family
most academic examinations of the undead have been undertaken from the perspectives of philosophy and political theory but another important avenue of exploration
comes through theology through the vampire the zombie the golem and cenobites contributors address a variety of theological issues by way of critical reflection on the
divine and the sacred in popular culture through film television graphic novels and literature

John Gilbert
2011-09-09

this exploration of author laurell k hamilton s work examines the many novels of her series and shows how her writing has been a major influence on contemporary visions
of the vampire an ideal reference text for book club leaders long before twilight achieved epic levels of popularity laurell k hamilton was reshaping the image of the vampire
with her own take on the vampire mythos in her anita blake vampire hunter fantasy novel series while hamilton s work draws on traditional vampire and fairy lore her
interpretation of these subjects brought new dimensions to the genres influencing the direction of urban fantasy over the past two decades reading laurell k hamilton
focuses upon hamilton s two bestselling series the anita blake vampire hunter series and the merry gentry series the volume is intended as a resource for leaders of book
clubs or discussion groups containing chapters that examine hamilton s role in the current vampire literature craze the themes and characters in her work and responses to
hamilton on the internet the book also provides a brief overview of hamilton s life

The GorehoundÕs Guide to Splatter Films of the 1960s and 1970s
2012-09-21

the new york times bestselling author of dying to be me returns with an inspirational guide for sensitive people looking to fully harness their gifts of intuition and empathy in
today s harsh world

The Undead and Theology
2011-07-06

in the mid 1950s to combat declining theater attendance film distributors began releasing pre packaged genre double bills including many horror and science fiction double
features though many of these films were low budget and low end others such as invasion of the body snatchers horror of dracula and the fly became bona fide classics
beginning with universal international s 1955 pairing of revenge of the creature and cult of the cobra 147 officially sanctioned horror and sci fi double bills were released
over a 20 year period this book presents these double features year by year and includes production details historical notes and critical commentary for each film

Reading Laurell K. Hamilton
2022-03

this fast paced action packed novel examines the lives of many different characters it examines the failures and many successes experienced by people as they journey
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through life it is a blend of comedy tragedy action drama and philosophy this is his fourth book written by the author within one year which is an amazing feat his previous
books are the journey of an immigrant the american dream and his children s book the adventures of spotty and sunny his books provide great enjoyment

Sensitive Is the New Strong
2019-03-05

when a fifteen year old girl is abducted by vampires it s up to u s marshal anita blake to find her and when she does she s faced with something she s never seen before a
terrifyingly ordinary group of people kids grandparents soccer moms all recently turned and willing to die to avoid serving a master and where there s one martyr there will
be more but even vampires have monsters that they re afraid of and anita is one of them

"Twice the Thrills! Twice the Chills!"
2015-12-17

you can t trust anyone who sleeps with the monsters that s what i ve always said that s what i ve always believed but now i m the one sharing a bed with the master
vampire of the city i m anita blake the woman the vampires call the executioner from part of the solution i ve become part of the problem so it hits close to home when an
arsonist begins to target vampire owned businesses all over town an arsonist who seems to want to destroy more than just property it s the monsters who are in danger now
and it s up to the executioner to save them from the inferno

Life is a Journey: Master Your Destiny
2013-05-28

exhaustive study of the major directors of horror films in the six decade period for each director there is a complete filmography including television work a career summary
critical assessment and behind the scenes production information fifty directors are covered in depth but there is an additional section on the hopeless the obscure the
promising and the up and coming editor

Kiss the Dead
2010-03-04

the idea for the story the scourge came to me while i was driving through the arizona and the california desert one late night looking at the ominous dust clouds filled with
circling night hawks against the windy night sky it looked creepy at best when i got to my motel room on the side of the table i read a holy bible about matthew jesus who
chased out the demons i put them together and figured that anyone could be in hell so the selection of characters were almost infinite along with this i would see the rail
cars filled with tanks and other military equipment crossing the desert on one memorable occasion i noticed a rail car loaded with migrant workers crossing the same area
so i decided to use that in my story this is how the idea of the scourge was birthed writing the scourge i envisioned what would it take to bring the legion that was in
matthew back into modern times this is not a bible study story it is a deep dark scary novel it has lots of violence action and sex within the story having these elements were
necessary in this type of story to show how it resurfaced on earth once more again without them the story would have been lifeless and dull plus taking on the challenge of
writing this particular story is considered the holy grail of all horror stories the last thing i decided was to tell it from the perspective of two people who were in hell and who
were given a chance to change sides that gave the story a different twist many have tried to make this happen but none have really succeeded i hope that you enjoy my
story if you are a fan of the darkness
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Burnt Offerings
1991

theological ethicists confront key questions and issues from around the globe to provide a state of the art volume in 21st century moral theology

Horror Film Directors, 1931-1990
2022-08-30

a fascinating read for anyone from general readers to hardcore fans and scholars this encyclopedia covers virtually every aspect of the zombie as cultural phenomenon
including film literature folklore music video games and events the proliferation of zombie related fiction film games events and other media in the last decade would seem
to indicate that zombies are the new vampires in popular culture the editors and contributors of encyclopedia of the zombie the walking dead in popular culture and myth
took on the prodigious task of covering all aspects of the phenomenon from the less known historical and cultural origins of the zombie myth to the significant works of film
and literature as well as video games in the modern day that feature the insatiable relentless zombie character the encyclopedia examines a wide range of significant topics
pertaining to zombies such as zombies in the pulp magazines the creation of the figure of the zuvembie to subvert decades of censorship by the comics code of authority
humans vs zombies a popular zombie themed game played on college campuses across the country and annual halloween zombie walks organized alphabetically to
facilitate use of the encyclopedia as a research tool it also includes entries on important scholarly works in the expanding field of zombie studies

The Scourge
2011

spans the early days of the movie industry to the present drawn from the author s research and personal archives this book presents movie posters as an art form as well as
a slice of american history high quality all colour reproduction and accurate text makes this book excellent for reference while movie lovers with delight in the opportunity to
remember their favourite films

Catholic Theological Ethics, Past, Present, and Future
2014-06-19

in the depths of grief some find solace in their faith while others feel that god has deserted them in this gentle and wise guide a beloved spiritual teacher counsels that
prayer works but not always in the ways we expect welshons who has worked closely with ram dass and stephen levine and trained with dr elisabeth kübler ross confronts
life s most challenging experiences directly acknowledging both the reality and inevitability of unexpected unwanted change then with insights gathered from the world s
great spiritual traditions he shows how to use painful circumstances as fuel for enlightenment in short step by step chapters welshons shares stories of transformation from
his own life and the lives of those he has counseled with deep empathy he lights a path toward the communion peace and joy that are possible when we open our hearts to
life in its totality

Encyclopedia of the Zombie
2000

in 1992 victor bockris s celebrated biography was the first to recognize richards s pivotal role in the stones legend now that book on rock s most incredible survivor has been
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expanded to accommodate ten more years of his storied life

Attack of the "B" Movie Posters
2010-09-03

victor bockris s much admired biography of keith richards has been constantly revised since its original publication now with an additional 12 000 words for a new edition of
the omnibus press paperback that brings the story up to the present day first published in eight countries in 1992 at that time keith richrds had stood in the shadow of mick
jagger for thirty years then as a result of victor bockris biography richards was put in the spotlight and emerged as the power behind the throne the creator the backbone
and the soul of the rolling stones here are the true facts behind richards battles with his demons the women the drugs and the love hate relationship with jagger his struggle
with heroin and his status as the rock star most likely to die in the 1970s his scarcely believable rebirth as a family man in the 1980s illuminated with revealing quotes and
thoughtful insights into the man behind the band that goes on forever

When Prayers Aren't Answered
2003-06-19

the conflict between israel and palestine has raised a plethora of unanswered questions generated seemingly irreconcilable narratives and profoundly transformed the land s
physical and political geography this volume seeks to provide a deeper understanding of the links between the region that is now known as israel and palestine and its
peoples both those that live there as well as those who relate to it as a mental mythical or religious landscape engaging the perspectives of a multidisciplinary international
group of scholars it is an urgent collective reflection on the bonds between people and a place whether real or imagined tangible as its stones or ephemeral as the hopes
and longings it evokes

Keith Richards
2013-01-18

new york magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the new york herald tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the
country with award winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion the magazine s consistent mission has been to reflect
back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself while celebrating new york as both a place and an idea

Keith Richards: The Unauthorised Biography
2021-09-17

in this darkly playful novel polymath reneÌ belletto tells two complimentary stories in one a man finds himself paying a ransom demanded by the kidnappers of a woman he s
never actually met in the other a second man makes plans to fake his own death to escape a woman whose devotion has begun to terrify him fast funny and sarcastic
partaking of the same vocabularies imagery and pitch black sense of humor these two variations on a single theme form a novel as much at home in the surreal as in
everyday reality from dying one evening shortly before my departure just hours before my departure truth be told i only set aside my quill to make my escape i resolved to
put the story of my sojourn at the rats and vermin hotel down in writing alas i didn t succeed i learned that i wasn t master of my own hand it was stronger than i yes
stronger than i
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Israel-Palestine
1981-02-16

whether preparing us for economic recovery after the zombie apocalypse analyzing vampire investment strategies or illuminating the market forces that affect vampire
human romances economics of the undead zombies vampires and the dismal science gives both seasoned economists and layman readers something to sink their teeth into
undead characters have terrified popular audiences for centuries but when analyzed closely their behaviors and stories however farfetched mirror our own in surprising ways
the essays collected in this book are as humorous as they are thoughtful as culturally relevant as they are economically sound and provide an accessible link between a
popular culture phenomenon and the key concepts necessary to building one s understanding of economic systems big and small it is the first book to apply and combine
economics and our society s fascination with the undead and is an invaluable resource for those looking to learn economic fundamentals in a fun and innovative way
contributions by kyle william bishop eleanor brown ian chadd darwynn deyo steven horwitz daniel farhat jean baptiste fleury enrique guerra pujol brian hollar sebastien lecou
joseph mandarino alain marciano fabien medvecky david t mitchell michael o hara m christine phillips a lynn phillips g michael phillips lorna piatti farnell robert prga hollis
robbins sarah skwire ilya somin david tufte mary jo tufte and charlotte weil

New York Magazine
2010

Dying
2014-07-17

Economics of the Undead
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